
"16 Beautiful Castles in Germany"

Germany is known for the grand architectural splendor of its many castles and palaces. Here are an assortment of gorgeous historical structures

you shouldn't miss on your visit to Germany.
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16 Locations Bookmarked

 by Hans   

Hohenschwangau Castle 

"Picture Perfect Castle"

Standing out amid the dense verdure of Bavaria, the imposing facade of

the Hohenschwangau Castle looks nothing short of a castle from fairytale.

Located on Alpseestraße, the Hohenschwangau Castle can be dated back

to the 19th Century. Built by Maximilian II of Bavaria, the castle was home

to King Ludwig II when he was a child. The architecture and interiors of

the castle are simply spectacular. The castle is open to public visitation

throughout the year and also offers guided tours in several languages.

The castle is one of the prime tourist attractions in the city. The Schloss

Hohenschwangau is also one of the few castles in the country that

remained unscathed during both World War I and World War II.

 +49 8362 93 0830  www.hohenschwangau.de

/

 info@ticket-center-

hohenschwangau.de

 Alpseestraße 30, Schwangau

 by --Nightflyer (talk) 19:01, 26

April 2017 (UTC)   

Würzburg Residence 

"Stunning Baroque Palace"

Completed in 1744, the Würzburg Residence is a stunning palace in

Baroque style. The grand staircase, chapel and salon are particularly

impressive. There are also beautiful frescoes, painted by the Venetian

artist Giovanni Battista Tiepolo. Even Napoleon Bonaparte was struck with

the palace's beauty, staying there three different times between 1806 and

1813. The Würzburg Residence was severely damaged by an air strike

during WWII. However, it has been diligently restored, and now enjoys a

spot on the UNESCO World Heritage List.

 +49 931 355 1741  www.residenz-

wuerzburg.de/

 sgvwuerzburg@bsv.bayern

.de

 Residenzplatz 2, Würzburg

 by derwiki   

Neuschwanstein Castle 

"Ludwig's Dream"

Situated on a mountainside overlooking the Hohenschwangau valley, the

Neuschwanstein Castle is a dream-like structure in an idyllic setting.

Construction of the castle began in 1869 but was not completed until

1892. King Ludwig II commissioned its construction so that he could stay

in a beautiful castle when he wanted to escape the royal courts. Sadly, the

king did not live to see the castle's completion. Visitors can explore the

castle's Byzantine, Romanesque, and Gothic-inspired interior, including

the third and fourth floors, which were supposed to have been the king’s

residences. These floors house opulent murals and spectacular wood

carvings. Tours of the castle are available throughout the day. Visitors

must visit the nearby Mary's Bridge, from where the view of the castle and

its surroundings is stunning.

 +49 8362 93 0830  www.neuschwanstein.de/  info@ticket-center-

hohenschwangau.de

 Neuschwansteinstraße 20,

Bavaria lane, Schwangau
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 by Bbb   

Nymphenburg Palace 

"Baroque Castle in Germany"

With a longer facade than the Palace of Versailles, Schloss Nymphenburg

was the impressive summer residence of the Wittelsbachs. One of the

most popular attractions in Munich, the palace and its grounds are home

to several landmarks showcasing diverse architectural styles. Designed by

Italian Baroque architect Augustino Barelli, the palace still preserves its

rococo and baroque rooms. The ornate, marble polished Stone Hall is

particularly impressive and the famous 'Schönheitengalerie' (Gallery of the

Beauties) containing the portraits of 36 local women, is a must see for

visitors. A few interesting smaller palaces can be found in the park: the

Amalienburg, Pagodenburg and Badenburg. The Marstallmuseum boasts

a comprehensive display of carriages, sleds and crockery; the

Meditationskapelle (Meditation Chapel) with its Magdalenenklause is also

worth a visit.

 +49 89 17 9080  www.schloss-nymphenbur

g.de/index.htm

 sgvnymphenburg@bsv.bay

ern.de

 Südliches Schloßrondell 1,

Munich

 by Softeis   

Linderhof Palace 

"Royal Splendour"

The Linderhof Palace, nestled in the western corner of Ettal, is the

smallest castle to have been constructed by King Ludwig II. The tour of

the palace gives visitors a glimpse into the opulent life that King Ludwig II

led. From various chambers, dining rooms, grottos and the King's favorite

Hall of Mirrors, the ornate castle and its breathtaking expanse gives an up

and close peek into the royal life. In winter when the castle is covered in

snow, it resembles a spectacular, magical snowglobe. While the castle is

the smallest in size among all three palaces commissioned by King Ludwig

II, it is also one of the most beautiful and exquisite royal complexes.

 +49 8822 9 2030  www.schlosslinderhof.de/  sgvlinderhof@bsv.bayern.d

e

 Linderhof 12, Ettal

 by A. Kniesel (=

User:-donald-), Lauffen   

Hohenzollern Castle 

"Majestic Mountain-Top Castle"

A castle that looks straight out of a Disney fairytale, the Hohenzollern

Castle is the epitome of royalty. Perched on a hilltop, the Imperial House

of Hohenzollern's royal seat lords over its environs from its elevation. The

castle, as seen today, is the third one commissioned by the Prussian Royal

Family. An architectural wonder, the castle is a combination of military

architecture as well as European style palatial buildings and gardens.

While cloud covers add a mystical allure to the magnificent castle, its walls

are awash in gleaming golden color on a bright sunny day. A jewel that

adorns Berg Hohenzollern, the magical castle is visited by over 300,000

people a year, making it one of the most popular tourist attractions of

Germany.

 +49 7471 2428  www.burg-

hohenzollern.com/

 info@burg-

hohenzollern.com

 Burg Hohenzollern,

Hohenzollern

 by cantanima   

Lichtenstein Castle (Württemberg) 

"Fascinating Castle"

When you first look at the Lichtenstein Castle from a distance it is

reminiscent of a castle from one of the Disney movies. Sitting atop a cliff,

the castle exudes augustness and drama in style. It is believed that the

castle has been around since the 12th Century but was destroyed in wars

and battles and was rebuilt time and again. The Neo-Gothic style of the

castle gives it a wonderful vintage charm which is carried forward to its

interiors. The castle houses arms and ammunition from the centuries past,

these are still conserved in impeccable conditions and are a treat to
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watch. They provide group, guided and private tours and they also

provide costume tours that allow children to dress up in the costumes of

knights and tour the palace.

 +49 7129 4102  www.schloss-

lichtenstein.de/

 verwaltung@schloss-

lichtenstein.de

 Lichtenstein Castle,

Lichtenstein

 by Robert Scarth   

Wartburg Castle 

"Charming Old Castle"

Located on Auf der Wartburg, Wartburg Castle can be dated back to the

Middle Ages. One of the most popular attractions in the city, the castle

has seen many historical events. It was this very place where Martin

Luther is said to have translated the Bible for the layman and where St.

Elisabeth of Hungary stayed for a long time. The architecture of the castle

mainly reflects Romanesque designs. Wartburg Castle found a place in

UNESCO's World Heritage List in 1999. Open to public visitation, the

castle offers guided tours and donkey rides for the little ones on the hill. It

also features a museum.

 +49 36 91 2500  wartburg-eisenach.de/  info@wartburg.de  Auf der Wartburg 1, Eisenach

 by Public Domain   

Eltz Castle 

"Spectacular Medieval Castle"

Construction on the impressive Eltz Castle began some time in the 9th-

Century. Continued up through the 11th-Century, when the main portion of

the castle was built; this structure can still be seen today. Eltz Castle was

the home of Emperor Frederick I Barbarossa in the 12th Century.

Following a family feud in the 13th Century, the castle came to be known

as 'Ganerbenburg' for housing several lineages in its many rooms, and not

just the royal family alone. Encompassed by the Elzbach River, it is

characterized by its eight towers. A tour of the Eltz Castle gives visitors a

glimpse of the courtyard, treasury, armor room, kitchen and the

picturesque grounds. The castle was featured on the 500 Deutsche Mark

note of Germany.

 +49 2672 95 0500  burg-eltz.de/  burg@eltz.de  Off K 38, Burg-Eltz-Strasse,

Münstermaifeld

 by Tobi 87   

Marksburg 

"Statuesque Castle"

Housed in the region above the Braubach town within the Rhineland-

Palatinate region of Germany is the fortress of Marksburg, an iconic castle

and a famous sight. Designated as a UNESCO World Heritage Site, the

fortress dates back to the 12th Century. However, it was reconstructed

and remodeled many times throughout the course of its existence. Guided

tours are available and lend valuable insight into the history and culture of

the castles' inhabitants as well as the surrounding regions.

 +49 2627 206  www.marksburg.de/en/  marksburg@deutsche-

burgen.org

 Schlossstraße 8, Braubach

 by Dietmar Rabich   

Reichsburg Cochem 

"Medieval Castle"

Rising 100 meters (330 foot) above the scenic Moselle River, Reichsburg

Cochem is a towering medieval period castle perched atop a hill.

Originally, its purpose was to collect a toll from each passing shop, now

it's serves as a popular tourist destination in the area. Its unique

combination of neo-gothic architecture with remnants of Romanesque

design stands testament to the many hands it changed over the centuries.

Reichsburg Cochem also provides interesting tours for the whole family.

Check out the tour timings on the website.

 +49 2671 255  info@reichsburg-  Schlossstraße 36, Cochem
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 www.burg-cochem.de/ cochem.de

 by Pumuckel42 (Reinhard

Wolf) at de:Wikipedia   

Heidelberg Castle 

"City Fortress"

No trip to Heidelberg would be complete without a visit to the castle.

Dominating the city from the brow of the hill, the castle offers

breathtaking views over the old town and the River Rhine. The castle is

host to the Schlossfestspiele castle pageant and also the fantastic

firework displays that illuminate the castle several times a year. Built over

a period spanning three centuries, the castle developed from being a

simple medieval fortress into a splendid Renaissance palace. A royal

structure nestled amid bucolic settings, the castle is one of the most

spectacular sights to see in Heidelberg.

 +49 6221 53 8418  www.schloss-

heidelberg.de/

 info@schloss-

heidelberg.de

 Schlosshof 1, Heidelberg

 by Backslash   

Schwerin Palace 

"Schwerin's Spectacular Castle"

The former home of the Mecklenburg dukes, the Schwerin Castle was first

mentioned in the 10th Century. The architecture is spectacular and

features larger than life lavish furnishings. One of the major romantic

Historicism structures in Europe, this castle is also known as the

"Neuschwanstein of the North". Today, the castle along with its gardens is

open for public visits. One of the prime highlights of the castle is the

Statue of the Obotrite Prince Niklot. Legend has it that a short ghost,

Petermännchen roams through the castle unlocking doors with the many

keys that he carries! This magnificent castle is a sight to behold.

 +49 385 525 2920  www.mv-schloesser.de/de

/location/schloss-schwerin/

 info@schloss-schwerin.de  Lennéstraße 1, Schwerin

 by Sir Gawain   

Albrechtsburg 

"Spectacular Castle of Meissen"

A beautiful old castle dating back to the 10th Century, the Albrechtsburg

is a historical structure in Meissen. This castle was built after King Henry I

saw the need for another castle after the destruction of his castle in Gana.

It has spectacular architecture and provides panoramic views of the river

Elbe. It is open for public visitation and has a museum where visitors can

observe old relics. The castle reflects Gothic architectural designs and is

in close proximity of the Meissen Cathedral. The castle offers guided tours

to the visitors. There are special exhibitions held in the castle as well.

 +49 352 14 7070  www.albrechtsburg-meiss

en.de/en/meissen_albrecht

sburg_castle/

 albrburg@aol.com  Domplatz 1, Meissen

 by ernstol   

Sanssouci Palace 

"The King's Summer Home"

The word Sanssouci means "without concerns", a sentiment that is

heartily embodied by the magnificent Sanssouci Palace. What this palace

lacks in size, it more than make up for in splendorous beauty. Sanssouci

was the summer palace of the King of Prussia, Frederick the Great. The

palace was constructed in 1747 and was fashioned upon the king's

fancies. Behind the spectacular facade lie richly adorned Rococo halls and

chambers. The palace is set atop terraced vineyards at the heart of the

Sanssouci Park, akin to a jewel laid to rest on an expanse of verdant

velvet. So deeply was the king's love his summer retreat, that upon his

death he wished to be buried here, a wish that was finally fulfilled in 1991.

The palace remains a popular tourist attraction, as well as a venue for

cultural events. Visit King Frederick's most beloved home and witness for

yourself the awe-inspiring beauty of this royal abode.
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 +49 331 969 4200  www.spsg.de/schloesser-

gaerten/objekt/schloss-

sanssouci/

 info@spsg.de  Maulbeerallee, Park

Sanssouci, Potsdam

 by Sir Gawain   

Augustusburg and Falkenlust

Palaces 

"Spellbinding Palace Complex"

One of the most breathtaking palatial complexes, the Augutusburg and

Falkenlust Palaces of Brühl are architectural beacons from the 18th

Century. Solidifying the Rococo style of architecture in the country, the

palaces were built at the behest of Clemens August of Bavaria of the

Wittelsbach family who was the Archbishop-Elector of Cologne. The

magnificent light orange facade of Augustusburg and white edifice of the

Falkenlust hunting lodge reflect the royal history connected to the

structures. The two palaces are surrounded by sprawling landscaped

gardens that are as majestic as the palaces themselves. A major

entertainment and cultural venue for concerts and events, the palaces are

designated as World Heritage by UNESCO.

 +49 2232 4 4000  www.schlossbruehl.de/  mail@schlossbruehl.de  Max-Ernst-Allee, Parkplatz,

Brühl
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